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ABSTRACT 
The impact of the radiation absorbed by 
room air moisture 011 heat transfer and air 
temperatme distribution was investigated. 
Both analytical and CFO approaches were 
used. For large spaces such as atria, 
industrial workshops, hotel lobbies, and 
aircraft hangers, the neglect of radiation 
absorbed by the moisture within the air 
volume can lead to significant errors. 

INTRODUCTION 
Almost all efforts to predict velocity and 
temperature distributions within building 
interiors have neglected radiant interaction 
between the walls and the air. It is known 
that water vapor has several infrared 
absorption bands where the gas absorbs 
and emits radiant energy. Brandli et al 
(1996), carried out a detailed line by line 
integration in the infrared and concluded 
that within the narrow convective 
boundary layer near the walls radiation 
heat transfer has a secondary influence. 
However, they did not consider radiant 
heat transfer between the walls and the 
entire volume of the moist air. 

In this paper we will investigate 
radiant transfer between walls and the 
entire air volume of large interior spaces. 

THEORY OF RADIANT HEAT 
TRANSFER IN A ROOM 

Consider the simple case of two 
large parallel walls where the spacing 
between the walls is less than the height or 
width of the walls - some large atria spaces 
approach this geometry. Further, if the air 
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is well mixed within the space as a first 
asswnption the air temperature can be 
considered uniform. The uniform 
temperature case will serve as an 
illustration of the important physical 
conditions of radiation interaction over the 
air volume. 

The walls of the space will be 
considered black bodies, most building 
materials approach black body behavior in 
the infrared wavelengths. The two 
bounding walls will be taken as isothermal 
with the same temperature, Tw, which is 
different from the air and water vapor 
temperature, T g· 

Consider first only the radiant 
energy emitted by the walls and absorbed 
by the gas. Black body energy emitted by 
the walls in a certain direction s and certain 

wavelengths ). will be absorbed as it 
propagates through the air/water vapor 
moisture, 

(1) 

where � the monochromatic absorption 
coefficient of the gas mixture. is a function 
of the water vapor concentration. It varies 

substantially with ). since the water vapor 
can only absorb radiation in certain 
wavelength ranges. Integrating this 
expression over the length with the 
requirement that � is equal to iWl. at s equal 
to 0, gives, 

(2) 



If the wall is a black body, the variation of 
iWA. with wavelength and temperature is 
given by Planck's expression for black 
body 

. ebi 2C1 
1 .. ;.=-'= 

re ;..S ( e." pr -1) 
(3) 

The total intensity at location S; in direction 
e is found by integrating jl. over all 
wavelengths contaiuin.g appreciable energy 

The .�atio of 'i(s) to the 'intensity leaving thei 
wall -is the ·directional transmissivity of the 
gas �jxture at T g for a. black body souree 
atTw. 

r:' {s) =.i(s) Ii .. (5) 

The amo�t of radiation absorbµ,i in the ; 
distance, s is . : given 1 by 1 the directional 
absorptivity. 

a'=l-i(s)f ;,.= ;1'j;.:,.fJ-e-klsJdA (6) 
lw o , 

The total radiant energy flux emitted by 
the wall which passes through the 
imaginary plane at x is composed of 
energy emitted in all directions in the 
hemisphere facing the right hand side of 
the plane 
q,,(x) = J i(.<J CO s Odm = J oc' (s);,.cos 8dm · 

21' 11' 
1tr ir/1 
J J i(s)cosOsinBd8drp 

�s08=0 
'·(7) 

where qw (x) represents the radiant energy 
flux emitted by, the wall which passes 
through the plane at a 'distance x from the 
wall and qw (x=O)-qw(x) represents the 
amount of radiation emitted from the wall 
which is absorbed in a layer of thickness x. 

Where in each direction, 
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x s=-
cosO 

(8) 

The ratio of ( crT w 4 - Qw (x) ) lo the radiant , 
energy eniitted by the· wall, · at x==O, is 
defined as the hemispherical absorbivity of 
the gas to a black body source at Tw. 

a(x) = 1- q .,,(x) 1- q ,.{x) (9) 
q,.(x=O) urw 

The radiant energy from the wall absorbed ,; 
in a plane section of gas of thickness )x 
can be expressed. in t.cnns of the 
absorptivities as, 

Aq .. =q.,(absorbed in 0 to x+dx)-q,. 
(absorbed in O'fo x) ·= c;::T',.[ oc (x'+ Ax)- ex: (x)] 

(10) 
or in the limit of small thickness, 

d ·· d oc' (s) ' · · 1··'7'ur4..J, .dx cos BdrJJ (�0 
· Vr r • '\ 

Note that rx(x) involves an integration over . 
wavelengths, where 1s_ and eb>. varies, a�d · '. 
over orientation 0,q> where s varies for a · 
given x. 

In a skiiar fashion the radiant 
energy emitted by a layer of isothermal 
gases can be considered. Since all of the 
gas within the room is · at uniform 
temperature, Tg , ib>.(Tg) in the equation of 
transport �s a -�pns�t, 

., 

.1;: 
It�anche sQlved. to yield,: c 

,, : k'' 
iA = ;,,;,(T,)[i -e - ,')/] 

.,1 
., 

' '•"'" ')i' 
(12). 

•:.1 
. ,, .,.  

(l3)_. 
I ' 

ta�ng the condition that -the iD.tens�ty of 
emitted radiation for a .smal! thickness ,, l i . 
layer, s) approaches zero. Integrating over 
all the wavelengths, 



i= J;,id;.= jihJTg){l-e-k2s ]d.:i :.-.:(l4) 
0 0 

The:: direcli6na:l 'em,i�ivity is the; tatio of 
intensity to the· intensity of a black body at. 
Tg;· , r ··:·.. ·.: 3 •• ·f· .1··�.. � • �. -� 

' .  t_ • •  - .. ... . 

6, = i(s) 
-\'. ib(s, Tg) 

(15) 
" -

'· 
- J .�. . 

Note in the limiting case where the black 
body wall and 1 gas .tempentture approach 
each others·-'ru1d dc;·approach each other.:. 

The amo\lnt of energy flux emitted . 
by one surface of an isothermal .fgas layer 
of thickness x is 

" . · 

' " 
·.• ; ·�· ·. 

q .�i�i.d (x).= j i cos . llla> = e(x)u T; · ( 1 �) 
21' 

- I .(')• .. ; 
The amount of radiant energy 

emitt�d by a gas layer of thickness )x to •. a 
bo'lkciing wall is :tlie clif(erence betWeer, -
that emitted from the surface ofa gas layer 
of.�ckness, x+)x ovc;:r t�t .emitt� bt.an 
isot,hermal gas layer: of.thickness �_is giv_en 
by the difference,· · · 

(� . • i • - \'f • ,. • ;� ' 
l � . 

dq(gas at x � x+ dx to wall)= er,�[ s,(x+f#!·s(4JJ 

'• 

''(t 

,,;:..,�or ' --. 
d q!R.,: ��O-r, d'st(x) 

dx. 6 dx 
.. 

This is similar to the' 'expression for the 
radiation emitted from the wall to the gas 
laytWat x, Eq. 11. 1 \ • ;, 

Since all of the· ga5 'is at a uniform 
temperature T 8 there must be. zero net, radiant flux between one gas: laycr ·and any· 
other gas layer. Thus, the net radiant flux 
betWeen any gas layer and "one bounding: 
wall is simply the difference between Eqs. 
17 anCI ·. 11.· � When the wall and., ga8 . 
temperattlres �pproach e�ch dther, . ., 

I '4/('- , , • ..I - l " ' • 

1b 

This expression requires the 
evaluation of Bg from experimental data, or 
models of the gas radiation. For purposes 
of these calculations we will use a simple 
closed form expression for the total gas 
emissivify: Cess'- ·and Liam presented a 
simple expr�S,sion_.for· water vapor which at 
I atm total pressure filid a temperature of 
300°K becomes, 

&H-,o=aa{l-exp(-a1../PnioL�1r·')l,\ ." (19) 

wh�re ao is 0.683 and a" is l .  l 7m"112 atm·• 
at'S00°K. For. our case, ·Pair is;l _ atm. Cess 
ruia Liam show· �s- r�presen'Uitioi1 gives 
close !agreement · with :,, Hottel' s 
measurement of total emissivity for 
between 0.03 and 3 m-atm. · 

Although Cess and Liam· suggest 
that the simple expression should be valid 
for e" ab'oye q·.1, a' oomp&.rison . by the 
present authors· to · the· vfilues given by 
Edward and Matavosion (1984, · 1987), 
given in B�wster (1992), shows that at 
400K this expression also gives. good 
results at muc9 IQwer �II)Irifssivities, F:ig 1 .. 
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Fig. •' J: Water "!3PPf emissivit}t at room 
temperature. ·· 



The emissivity presented in Eq.19 
represei;its the directional �missivity foi: a 
length L In our case, V{e an� considering 
radiation between plal)� �lpb.� of gas ·�d a 
plane wall. Here, the p�th l�Qgth from the 
gas layer to the ·�ru.I yaries with the 
orientation of the ray c/f . radiation 
considered, see Eqs. 7 .imd 8. · In the liinit 
of optically thin gas, a simpie mean length 
can be used to evaluate the �emispherica.t 
emissivity instead of explicitly, a.Ccounting 
for the emissivity variation at each angular 
inclination. The meari length, in tl;ie 
optically thin limit, is twice the qormal 
distance, x, between the wall and the layer' 
in question. TI1at' is; in Eq'.18 for the' 
emissivity we will use Cess and Liam's 
approximation, Eq. 19 with l� ·equal to ix.' 

The reci,uired change of elilissivity With the 
distanc� becomes, · � · . .. .• 

Using Eq. 20, the net radiant flux of the 
gas between the black wall and a gas layer 
per unit volume, can be evaluated using 

Eq. 18. The results for air-water vapor'at 
�0°C and 50% relative humidity �lUO Of 
. 0117 bars) and a wall temperature of 25 
are shown on Fig. 2. Also· shown are the 
results by Brllpdli et al ( 1996). using a line 
by line integration of 5950 Imes in the 
water vapor frequency spectrum, with each 
line assuined tfr have a Lorentz line shape. 
Their results obtained in the center of a 
three dimensional room agree closely with 
the present results down to distances less 
than 1 cm from the wall. 

Although the radiant flUx per Unit 
volume is highest' in' the very thin. layers 
directly' adjacent to the wall it 'is mistaken 
to conclude. that the ·majority'. of radiant 
interaction between the wall and the water 
vapor occurs in this region;' We must 
integrate the radianf'flux per·Unit volume 
over the entire gas vc:Hulne� tO dcterinine : · 
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where the majority of the interaction 
occurs. In addition, in the actual case the 
air and water vap()r temperature will not be 1 
uniform throughout, rather the gas . • , 
temperature will approach the wall 
temperature in the boundary layer 
substantially reducing the net radiant flux 
between the gas and the wall in the wall 
region. 

5 
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Eqn.18 
/' .1 Brandletal 
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Fig 2: Radiant ,�nergy exch&.Qge, wall to gas, 
per unit volume of gas. 

· · 

DISTRIBUTION OF RADIANT 
ENERGY .. 

... 

'the amount of r�diant en�rgy 
absorbed from the black walls by a gas . 
layer «)f thickness x adjacen' to 'the. walls· 
can be obtained simply as the 
hemispherical total absorptivity of the gas 

thickness x. With a black wall at a 
temperature close to the gas, i.e. T w-T g is 
small' compared to the absolute 
temperature, the absorptivity is closely 
approximated by the gas emissivity 
evaluated at a temperature between the 
wall and gas temperature. 

" 

Fig. 3 shows the results for gas at 
50 e of 20°c using Cess' s approximation 
for YH2o· In this case, the results are given 
as the ratio of radiant energy from one wall 
absorbed by.the gas within a distance x of r 

the wall to the radiant, energy absorbed 
over the full width of the room. Note that 

' , 
" . ,, 

' :  
"' 
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Fig. 3: Net radiant energy from wall which .is 
absorbed by ihe air-water vapor within 
disttmce x of wall. 

only about fifteen percent of the total 
energy absorption occurs with 1 Ocm of the 
wall, the remainder occurs at larger 
distances for the wall. In a typical 
measurement of c�tur;.il convection in a 
room, Olson et al (1990), the thermal 
boundaty layc�r on a vertical wall is 

approximately 5 to 10 cm thick. At 100 
cm away fro� the wall, about 46 percent 
of the total absorption occurs. When w� 
consider the radiation energy emitted by 
two parallel walls at the same temperature. 
only 15 percent of the total radiant energy 
absorbed from:'the tWo walls occurs Within 

./ �) 

X (cm) 

Fig. 4: Radiant energy absorbed in gas layer 
of thickness x from two parallel walls. 
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1 Ocm of either wall, Fig. 4. About 40 
percent occurs within lm of each wall 
when the walls are separated by a distance 
of 6m. When the distance hetwee.n the two 
walls is increJsed to' 15m, a smal ler portion 

of the total abs orpt ion , about 11 %, oc.curs 
within 10 cm.of each wall and35 percent 
oqclits with4i lm of the wall. In all of 
these cases 'the percent of the total radiant 

energy incident in a wall which comes 
from a giveri gas layer thickness is the 
same as the percent absorbed froni the wall 
if the gas is at a unifomi temperature ·close 
to the wall temperature: 

(;OMPARISON TO NATURAL 
CO�C'I'ION . . ' . ' 

the effective radiative heat transfor 
coefficient between a black wali and 
isothermal gas layer of thickness Lis given 
as, ' I :, .': � 

h,= s8(1..Ja-rrw-T;J 
T,.-T,. 

(21) 

At 50 percent relative humidity br varies 
between 0.5. and . l .S w/m2 °K when the 
distance between watls varies betw een J 
and i 0 m • . respectively, For natural 
convection on. vertical walls in rooms, 

Olson et al (1990), found that results 
varied between about I 00 and. J 50% of th e 

resi.dts for t;urbulent natural convection on 
an isolated wall obtained ,by Sie\>ers et al 

(1985). . 
. . . 

Nu = 0. 05 lfum (22) 

which yields value of h between 1 and l.5 
W/m.2;C for a aT of 10°C. For gas layers 
of3m or thicker, r�a.tive transfer between 
the · wall and the gas is approximately 
equivalent. to atural convection. Note, 
for gas layers '.of the order of lOcm or 
thinner,.. radi.ative trnnsfer is an order of 

magoinv.!e. smaller th.an natural convection. 
In the natural convection boundary layer, 



radiative transfer is a �ecoµci, order eff�qt. 
However, in l�ge buiJdmg ·SP!i�es radiativ.e 
transfer between the vyalls an$1 .fue _entir� • 1• ' 
air volume is equiva�ent ,fo1 o.r e?Cceeds 
natural convection. 

L .. [·.• COMBINED FLOW AND RADIANT 
HEAT TRANSFER . -:-

A fundamental calculation of· heat 
transfer and air movement in a room 
requires the simultaneous solution of 
Navier-Stokes equations and radiant heat 
transfer equations. The inter,dependence 
and interaction o(these equations make the 
solution e�mely complex. The present 
investigation · solves the time-averaged 
Navier-Stdkes equations by using the k-'Y : 
model, Launder and Spalding (1974). The· 
flow equations can be expresse� in a single .. 
funn: · 

o�¢ +div(pU¢-r,.efl grad</>)=Si (23) 

For steady-state conditions without 
scattering, the equation of radiant energy 
transfer is giveri'by Eq. 12. 

The present investigation uses the 
flux model of Lockwood and Spalding 
(1971), which allow the exact ·integro
differential radiation transfer equations to 
be reduced to a system of approximate 
partial differential equations · 'in six 
principal coordinate directions. , 1be 
resultant flux distribution equations on a , 
small volume of the medium (room air) ' 
are: 

and 
• I ' 

(24) 

'".:. ....... 
l,' \\ '"; 
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where p+ and p- are·the radiation fluxes x, .z, 
in the positive and' negative �oordinate 
direction ·Xj, i.e.. · .-{; 

. c20) 

and E is emissive power. The above flux 
equations are rearranged to ' yield the 
composite radiati9n fluxes, in �i-dire�tion: 

' ! .. 
where R = (F.+ - F--) / 2 x; x1 .r1 · 

' . '' _( ' : . �'.: .. ' ;·, .:_ 

(27) 

. The contri.bution qf rad\atiye heat 
transfer to the energy equatjon is ·a·squrce 
term involving the divergence o(· the 
radiative heat-flux ve!;tor-.Qri, as follows: 

(28) .- ' 

Once the composite · radiation 
fluxes are determiried, the net radiative 
heat fluxes can be evaluated from: 

(29) 
' -. 

11  

L 

Thus, the contribution of the radiation.,, 
fluxes to the energy source term is: 

SH =2k0(Rz + R� + Rz -3eb) (30) 

The radiant energy . _bounda,ry 
conditions t8.ke the form: · 

... ·i·J • ' . 

While the composite-flux model has 
the advantage of simplicity and 



compu;ational 1 economy, it does suffer· · 

from a number of limjtations, such as: 
( 1) radiation is transmitted in .cqor.dipate 

direction only; 
(2) no interlinkages arise between the 

radiation fluxes in the' respective 
coordinate directions. 

CASE STUDY 'I 

''The case studi 1was 'performtd for 
two different size of rooms ( 6 m x 3 m x 3 
m and 18 m x 9 m x 9 m). ,The ceiling 
temperature of the rooms is 30 t°C, :vindow 
temperature 5 °C, and wall and tloor 
temperature 20 °C. The investigation was 
for two relative huariditles (4>): 0% and 
50%. The corresponding absorption 
coefficient -used in the computations is 
0.122 for the small room and 0.197 for the · 

large room. l :· ' 
Table 1 shows the convective heat · 

fluxes calculated for different room size 
and relative humidity. The higher fluxes 
calculated with 50% relative humidity are 
due to the radiative contribution. When a 
room is small, the. radiative contribution is 
small and is negligible. However, the -
radiative contribution for a 'large room is 
very significant as shown in the table. 

From the results, we can further calculate 
the convective heat transfer coeffieients as 
shown in Table 2. The coefficients are 
small for natural convection. However, the 
wall -- function U.'ied to calculate the 
convective heat transfer near a·wall is grid 
dependent and can contribute some errors. 

Table 1. Convective heat fltixes calculated 
(W)' 
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Tabl6 ' 2. Convective heat transfer 
coefi�dents c,alculated (W/m2k) 

oom siZe-aiia 'Win ow Te mg 
relative hwnidity' 

I • 
.• 

�=50% 

Fig. 5: Temperature distribution in the large 
room. 

The values of Roe. RY' Rz and E depend on 
the room location. For the larger :oom With 
50% relative humidity, this leads to about 
two degrees higher air temperature, as 
shown in Fig. 5. The impact of the 



radiative contribution on air temperature 
for the small room is less than one degree. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Since radiation absorption and 

emission by a gas is dependent on the path 
length, very little radiant transfer occurs 
with a typical convective boundary layer 
adjacent to the wall. However, the 
radiation is absorbed and emitted by the 
total gas volume within the interior space. 

For large interior spaces with humid 
air, typically 50 percent relative humidity, 
radiation heat transfer between the walls 
and the air volume has an important 
influence on the air temperature and the 
total heat flux at the walls. 
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SYMBOLS 
eb Emissive power 
F Hemispherical radiant flux 
hr Effective radiant heat transfer 
i Intensity 
k Absorption coefficient 
L Total wall spacing 
Nu Nusselt Number 
p Partial pressure 
q Heat transfer rate 
R Defined in equation 27 
Ra Raleigh Number 
s Path length 
S Source term 
T Temperature 
U Velocity 
cc Absortivity 
r Diffus ion coefficient 
6 Emissivity 
9 cp Spherical Coordinator ' 
p Denisty 
er Stefan-Boltzman Constant 
x Transmissivity 

Superscripts 
()' Directional Property 

Subscripts 
A monochromatic 
w wall 
g gas 


